When looking at knowledge organization systems 48 (KOSs) as applied in and populated by collections, we can-49 not avoid also looking at the KO systems themselves. Con-50 trary to naïve beliefs, classifications are not fixed, they re-use of the data, and would like to remark that the 66 monthly snapshots of the network have never been visual-67 ized nor fully analyzed.
68
The team analyzed the main topical classification where 69 present over time, and how re-ordering of the category 70 system is reflected in changes of the topology of the 71 whole network of links between category and article pages.
72
But, the team also wanted a control for their experiment, 73 and it was decided that a stable bibliographic classification 74 could provide that control. In other words, a bibliographic 75 classification based on literary warrant-i.e., based on con- To understand how this comparison works one has to 1 be aware that the Wikipedia category system is a fully con-2 nected graph with cycles, and not a tree from a point as is 3 the UDC as we know it in the form of its Master Refer-4 ence File and the classes that can be represented. We em-5 phasize this, because our 2013 paper (Smiraglia 2013) re-6 ported the task of reconstructing a network from the 7 UDC, as we will discuss below. But for the comparison 8 presented in the map we applied "brute force" and turned 9 the Wikipedia network into a tree, just taking the "Main There is another aspect of the UDC that deserves 6 closer inspection. Earlier we mentioned that the network 7 of categories in Wikipedia is far from a tree hierarchy. 8 The classes in the UDC do form such a tree. But the 9 UDC is not designed to pinpoint a concept to a specific 10 place in an otherwise hierarchical system. Its power is the 11 ability to combine simple concepts into more complex 12 and express the interplay of different concepts in a spe- as well as the diverse population of it in different datasets. 26 We have seen that the growth of the UDC over the twen-27 tieth century parallels the evolution of knowledge in the 28 academic canon. We have seen that rather than reconstruct 29 main classes with potentially catastrophic revisions, the edi-30 tors of the UDC have preferred complex and ever more 31 granular evolution of special auxiliaries. And in evaluating 32 the population of the UDC, we have seen even more evi-33 dence of the cultural evolution of knowledge across time. with bibliographic aspects of a collection such as data,
